
Arvind Borde / PHY17, Week 5: Angular Momentum

§5.1 Systems Rotating About An Axis

Consider a system of particles rotating with the

same angular velocity, ω, about some axis that we

take to be z.

The system may consist of a single particle, at one

extreme, or a continuous distribution, at the other.

Many interesting systems fall into this category.

1

To study such systems we’ll often use cylindrical

variables (r, φ, z):

x = r cos φ

y = r sin φ

z = z
•m

`

2

In this framework, the ith particle has position

~r i = (xi, yi, zi) = (ri cos φi, ri sin φi, zi),

and linear velocity orthogonal to ~r i,

~v i = (−ωri sin φi, ωri cos φi, 0).

This has magnitude riω, and lies in an x-y plane.

(1) Will you go home and check all this out?

We never thought you’d ask. Yes, we’d love to!!!
3

In rotational motion, there are analogs to linear

motion. There’s a full list at the end.

The most important rotational motion analogy is

the one to linear momentum:

angular momentum!!!!!!! .

4

§5.2 Angular Momentum: Single Particle

The angular momentum of a particle at position

~r and with linear momentum ~p is defined as

~̀ =

5

(2) Find ~̀̇ .

~̀̇ =

.

~Γ is called the torque .

The equation ~̀̇ = ~Γ is the rotational version of

NSL, ~̇p = ~F , and is a consequence of NSL, and

of how we define angular momentum and torque.6
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§5.2.1 Conservation of ~̀ : single particle

What we see is that

“The angular momentum, ~̀ , of a particle is constant if
the total external torque acting on it is zero.”

Analogous to:

7

§5.3 Invariances

It’s important to keep track of which definitions,

statements, etc., depend on particular frames of

reference, and which are frame-independent.

The fundamental laws of classical mechanics are

1) NFL

2) NSL , and

3) NTL .
8

NLs, and all laws derived from them (e.g., conser-

vation of momentum), hold, without modification,

in all inertial frames (which move at uniform ve-

locity wrt each other – including 0). For example,

~F = m~a ≡ m~̇v ≡ ~̇p ,

holds in the same form in all inertial frames: all

these frames will measure the same forces, the

same accelerations, and the same values for ~̇p .9

ŷ

y

~v

~̂u ~u x̂

x
Hatted frame moves at constant velocity ~v wrt unhatted.
If the frames coincide at t = 0, x = x̂+ vxt

y = ŷ + vyt10

An object that moves at velocity ~u = (ux, uy), as

measured in the unhatted frame, will have some

different velocity, ~̂u = (ûx, ûy), as measured in

the hatted frame. The two will be linked by

ux = ûx + vx, uy = ûy + vy,

but, since ~v = (vx, vy) is constant,

ax = u̇x = ˙̂ux = âx

ay = u̇y = ˙̂uy = ây.11

But not all inertial frames will see the same ~p .

(3) Why not?

Hop on a train with same ~v as in ~p = m~v .

But let’s say you’re traveling the LIRR and the

only available trains have ~v = ~0.

(4) Do you see the same ~p on a stationary train

Manhasset as on the platform in Port Washington?

Yes.
12
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So momentum, ~p is invariant under transforma-

tions among frames that are stationary with re-

spect to each other, and its rate of change with

respect to time, ~̇p , is invariant among frames that

are moving uniformly relative to each other.

13

What about angular momentum?

Since ~̀ = ~r × ~p , angular momentum depends on

both momentum and position, and is not invariant

under transformations even among frames that are

stationary wrt each other.

Neither is ~̀̇ = ~r × ~F , since it, too, depends on

position.

14

§5.3.1 Conservation of ~̀ , single particle

If the torque, ~Γ , acting a particle is zero, then

~̀̇ = 0, hence ~̀ is constant.

But, reducing the torque to zero can often be ac-

complished by a choice of reference frame.

15

§5.3.2 Central forces

In a large class of single-particle problems we can

view (or approximate to a high degree of accuracy)

the force acting on it as pointing in the direction

of a fixed point.

These are called central force problems .

16

For example, in the gravitational attraction be-

tween an object of low mass and one that’s much

more massive, we can view the more massive ob-

ject as fixed.

The force on the less massive object then points in

the direction of the essentially fixed location of the

more massive one, and we can choose the origin

to be that location.
17

This occurs, for example, in many solar system

planet-sun interactions.

In this frame, ~Γ = ~r × ~F =
18
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§5.3.3 KSL from ~̀ conservation

Newton wasn’t the only wiseguy on the block with

three laws. Kepler had his three too.

KSL says that a planet sweeps out equal areas

in equal times .

This follows from the conservation of ~̀ .

19 20

Now, Kepler died in 1630, and Newton was born

in 1643, so Kepler knc (knew no calculus).

Luckily, you dnc (do (k)no(w) calculus), so can

help him out.

If the areas dA and dA′ in the diagram are equal,

what Kepler was saying was that

Ȧ = constant .
21

Again, from the diagram, the area dA has height

represented by ~r and base by d~r = ~v dt. It follows

from properties of cross products that

dA =
1

2
|~r × ~v dt|,

or that

Ȧ =

22

Since ~Γ = ~0, ~̀ is constant, therefore so is Ȧ.

23

§5.4 Systems of Particles

If we have system of N particles, each with an-

gular momentum ~̀
i = ~r i × ~p i, the total angular

momentum of the system is

~L =

Therefore, ~̇L =
∑
i

~̀̇
i =

∑
i

~r i × ~F i =
∑
i

~Γ i.

24
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Splitting each ~F i into internal and external forces,

as in the discussion of momentum,

~F i =
∑
j 6=i

~F
int
ij + ~F

ext
i ,

we get

~r i × ~F i =
∑
j 6=i

[
~r i × ~F

int
ij

]
+
(
~r i × ~F

ext
i

)
.

25

So,

~̇L =
∑
i

∑
j 6=i

[
~r i × ~F

int
ij

]
+
∑
i

(
~r i × ~F

ext
i

)
.

As we saw earlier, remembering i 6= j, for every

~F ij there’s an ~F ji that, from NTL, obeys

~F
int
ji =

26

So, the internal forces double-sum,

∑
i

∑
j 6=i

[
~r i × ~F

int
ij

]

will decompose into pairs of terms of the type

~r i × ~F
int
ij + ~r j × ~F

int
ji =

27

But, as we all know, ~r i − ~r j = ~r i + −~r j .

28

So ~r i − ~r j points along the line between the two

particles.

If the internal forces are central, ~F ij will point

along the same line. Then,

(~r i − ~r j)× ~F
int
ij =

and the internal forces double sum will be zero.

29

So, when the internal forces in a system are cen-

tral, we have

~̇L =
∑
i

(
~r i × ~F

ext
i

)
=
∑
i

~Γ
ext
i ,

and, if the net external torque is zero, ~̇L = 0 too.

30
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So, we have this result:

The total angular momentum, ~L , of a system of

particles is constant if the total external torque

acting on it is zero.

31

§5.5 The Moment of Inertia

We’ve developed some analogies

~Γ ←→ ~F

~̀
i ←→ ~p i (for particle i)

~L ←→ ~P (total)

We base these analogies on this important one:

~Γ = ~̇L ~F = ~̇P
32

There’s also the similarity between ~ω and ~v .

But we gotta ask an important question:

(5) What do we gotta ask?

33

Let’s go back to our roots, a single particle. What

did we say waaaaaaaaay back in slide 3?

34

The angular momentum of this particle will be

~̀
i = ~r i × ~p i =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x̂ ŷ ẑ

ri cos φi ri sin φi zi
−miωri sin φi miωri cos φi 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(6) What is `iz?

35

We’re interested in the z component because that’s

the axis of rotation.

The z component of the total angular momentum

will be

Lz =
∑
i

`iz =
∑
i

miwr
2
i =

[∑
i

mir
2
i

]
w ≡ Izω,

where Iz is called the moment of inertia about z.36
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In all our applications we’ll consider rotation about

a fixed axis, assumed to be z, so we’ll drop the

subscript z from now on.

For a continuous rotating mass distribution of fixed

density ρ, we’ll have

I =

∫
r2 dm = ρ

∫
r2 dV.

I plays the role of mass.
37

Example: cylinder

Consider a solid cylinder of radius R and uniform

density, ρ, rotating at angular velocity ω about an

axis that passes through its center and is parallel

to its height.

If the total mass is M , we’ll have ρ = M/V =

M/(πR2h).

38

We may write the volume element at radius r as

dV = 2πrdrdz, so we have

I = ρ

∫
r2 dV = 2πρ

∫ R

0

r3 dr

∫ h

0

dz

= 2πρ

[
R4

4

]
h = 2π

[
M

πR2h

] [
R4

4

]
h

=
1

2
MR2

39

§5.6 Translation and Rotation

Linear kinematical quantities are often related to

rotational relatives through multiplication by r:

◦ Displacement: d = rθ

◦ Speed/velocity: v = rω

◦ Acceleration: aT = rα

In each case the same word is used in the rotational

world with a “rotational” tagged onto the linear.

Occasionally, a new word is needed,40

The relationship of dynamical linear quantities to

their rotational counterparts is not always so sim-

ple, but here’s a list of the two sets:

◦ Momentum/Angular momentum: p, L

◦ Inertia/Moment of inertia: m, I

◦ Force/torque: F, τ

41

Within the rotational world the interrelationship of

rotational quantities parallels that of linear ones:

◦ p = mv, L = Iω

◦ F = ma, τ = Iα

◦ F = ṗ, τ = L̇

◦ KE = 1
2mv

2, KErot =
1
2Iω

2

◦ W = Fd, W = τθ

42
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